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Reduced gravity on a smaller planet does not adequately explain the size of gigantic dinosaurs. The 
largest recorded land creature today is a 12 ton elephant killed in 1956.  Accordingly, the largest life size 
permitted with a 50% reduction in gravity (~200 MYA?) would be a dinosaur weighing 24 tons. How is 
that possible when the biggest dinosaur is reported to weigh 70 tons and lived 100 MYA?  

Gigantic sizes appear to be possible because we are finding and measuring dinosaur fossils and not 
considering the minerals that replace the organic dinosaur bone substances.  For example, dinosaur 
bones were found in a French gypsum (calcium sulfate) quarry.  Belgian coal miners discovered dinosaur 
fossil remains that turned into pyrite (iron sulfide or “fool’s gold”) when exposed to moisture. 
Discoveries in Colorado and Wyoming produced silicified bone (silicon).  Magnesium rich bones were 
found in Calgary. 

The predominate element(s) of those fossils is from the 8-elements comprising 98.8% of Earth’s mass 
which, at specific times, are increasing in size and weight.  In essence, the fossils are growing along with 
the planet and together with reduced gravity, negate the dinosaur paradox. The paradox is only true to 
those who think the mass of the Earth is constant and unchanging. 

Growing elements counters a thirteenth century imagined reality that the essence of matter is 
unchanging.  In modern science, this is essentially stated as... atoms cannot change size.  It is not a lie 
because we are taught that it is an unquestionable truth.  If it is true, then the unanswered question 
is….how can the entire universe grow/expand when exempting the very elemental atoms of which it 
consists?  Undetectable dark matter supposedly explains the gravitational missing matter.  All elemental 
matter began as dark matter.  Elemental atoms become spectra-visible by acquiring electrons upon 
ionizing for the first time (or becoming electro-dynamic).  It appears that all elemental atoms have 
ionized; consequently, there would be no remaining dark matter.  Perhaps the claimed dark matter 
predicted by gravity is unaccounted growing elemental matter and everything is actually bigger than 
thought. 

Elemental atoms, as presented in an Ionic Model, periodically grow at varying times, which adds mass to 
the celestial bodies thereby expanding the universe by increasing separation distances.  Everything in 
the universe is observed to be moving away from each other.  The Standard Model atoms will remain 
stuck until scientists seriously question the certainty of a medieval concept regarding unchanging 
matter.  Unchanging matter (atoms) nullifies energy converting to mass (Einstein). 

 


